Activities of tRNA-embedded dimeric minizymes.
Ribozymes have been shown to be potent inhibitors of gene expression and viral function. Effects of ribozyme-mediated repression to target gene in living cells are correlated with the amounts of expression and stabilities of ribozyme molecules. In our previous study, it was demonstrated that a minimized hammerhead ribozyme, minizyme, with high activity forms a dimeric structure with a common stem II. We constructed dimeric minizymes that could cleave the BCR-ABL chimeric (b2a2) mRNA which had been difficult target for conventional hammerhead ribozymes without damaging the normal ABL mRNA. In order to achieve high expression of these dimeric minizymes in vivo for the treatment of CML, we embedded the dimeric minizyme portion downstream of a tRNA(Val) promoter sequence which could be recognized by RNA polymerase III. We determined cleavage activities of tRNA-embedded dimeric minizymes and compared the activities between tRNA-embedded hammerhead ribozyme and tRNA-embedded dimeric minizymes. All tRNA-embedded dimeric minizymes tested were capable of cleavage the target substrate. The activity of the tRNA-embedded dimeric minizyme targeted at BCR-ABL mRNA was almost the same as that of the naked dimeric minizymes. Interestingly, the cleavage activity of tRNA-embedded dimeric minizymes was higher than that of tRNA-embedded conventional hammerhead ribozyme.